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Abstract 
The description of the received new results of field geological (teсtonophysical) 
study of massifs of rocks is provided: tectonic jointing, explosive and folded 
deformations, mirrors of slidings, tectonic motions of blocks of breeds. Re-
construction of fields of tension according to geological data of the certain 
massif of the Chatkalo-Kurama mountain area (Tien-Shan)—a coastal zone of 
the Charvak reservoir and the Almalyk mining industrial region is executed. 
The multidirectional motions of blocks of rocks in the massif of a coastal zone 
of the Charvak reservoir connected with tectonic and technogenic factors are 
revealed. The scheme of kinematics and the intense deformed condition of 
blocks of the Almalyk district is received. Here the regional field of tension 
with horizontal and submeridional orientation of an axis of the main normal 
tension of compression at the inclined provision of two other axes are ob-
served. The received results testify to opportunities field the tectonophysical 
of methods for obtaining important data on kinematics and dynamics of mas-
sifs of rocks, tectonic blocks, and features of their deformation. Such studying 
of the massif of rocks before the beginning and in the course of performance 
of work on objects of the national economy is important for the choice of de-
sign and optimum parameters of laying of excavations, control of a condition 
of their boards and walls, definition of strategy of safety of conducting mining 
operations and also seismic stability of constructions. 
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1. Introduction 

In massifs of rocks under the influence of a force field there are motions of 
blocks which in mining literature call “displacement” of blocks. These shifts 
leave a mark in exposures of breeds on the planes of shifts in the form of various 
furrows, lines, strokes, forming small and large surfaces—mirrors of slidings 
(slickensides). They have quite wide circulation and are used by geologists when 
studying character of shifts on the separate planes of explosive violations, cracks, 
etc. Such data on mirrors of slidings have been used by certain researchers (J. 
Angelier, France) for reconstruction of stress of sites of crust [1] [2] and also the 
Russian researchers [3] [4]. Such approach has been used also by authors of ar-
ticle for reconstruction of fields of tension of crust of certain areas of the West-
ern Tien Shan. However, in difference from the previous researchers on the basis 
of use of these mirrors of sliding the method of kinematic reconstruction of late 
Cainozoic shifts of tectonic blocks has been developed (R. Umurzakov). This 
method has been used for studying of a tectodynamics of certain regions of Tien 
Shan, also the epicentral of areas of strong earthquakes [5] and also massifs of 
boards of large reservoirs, areas of development of mineral deposits. The analysis 
of the published literature shows that on sites of developments of mineral depo-
sits the geodynamic approach based on the analysis of data of a relief [6] is used 
so far. Such approach can’t give a real picture of geodynamics and stress of the 
massif on sites of the developed fields. For ensuring stability of boards of pits, 
more fundamental approach with identification and accounting of tectonic fac-
tors is necessary for safety of conducting mountain developments. The impor-
tance of these researches for mining is defined as well by use of knowledge of 
tension in the search purposes. For example, for forecasting of location of the 
hidden ore bodies, definition of spatial orientation of the weakened zones and 
orientation of hydrodynamic processes, a fluid current. These data matter also at 
researches of parametrical factors of stability of tunnels [7], for forecasting of 
formation of a karst [8], research of zones of breaks [9], etc. 

All this defines relevance and the practical importance not only separate local 
definitions, but also identification of regional features of the field of tension that 
is a subject of the special scientific direction in geotectonics and geodynam-
ics—“tectonodynamics” [10] [11]. 

The description of the received new results of field study of tectonic jointing, 
other types of deformations, tectonic motions of blocks of rocks, reconstruction 
of fields of tension according to field geological data on the example of the cer-
tain massif of an orogen of Tien Shan (Chatkal-Kurama mountain area) is pro-
vided in this article. 

2. Methodology and the Used Material 

When studying kinematics of blocks of rocks data on shifts on mirrors of slid-
ings (slickensides) were used. Receptions of the description and identification of 
useful information on mirrors of sliding are in details described in educational 
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geological literature. About opportunities of use of these mirrors of sliding on 
local points of observations for reconstruction of tension are described in works 
[1] [2] [3] [4] [5]. For reconstruction of kinematic motions of blocks the “tech-
nique of kinematic reconstruction of shifts of blocks” [12] developed by the au-
thor of the present article is used. It consists in definition of the general compo-
nent of a motion for all studied block according to local data of separate points 
of observations. The technique allows studying features of kinematics of tectonic 
blocks of massifs of rocks of the bases of reservoirs, boards of pits and vicinities 
of excavations and also for the purpose of study of elements of geodynamics and 
a seism geodynamics of certain areas. Possibilities of use of a technique when 
determining the mechanism of the centers of earthquakes were discussed by us 
in work [5].  

As the main material for definition of kinematics of blocks serve measure-
ments of parameters of shifts (slickensides) in local points. In each point of ob-
servation the quantity is from 6 - 12 before measurements. Local points are 
grouped in tectonic blocks which are defined on the basis of geological inspec-
tion of the site. Features of section of massifs of rocks are studied by larger ex-
plosive violations, zones of breaks. On the basis of local these points the total 
component of the direction of a motion of the block is defined. For this block 
definition of axes of the main normal tension is carried out. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Studying of Kinematics and Dynamics of Blocks near a 

Reservoir 

When study behavior of the massif of rocks of the basis of a dam in a coastal part 
of the Charvak reservoir (Uzbekistan, the Tashkent region) it has been estab-
lished that separate blocks test multidirectional shifts. It is necessary to tell that 
study of deformation processes of boards of reservoirs has special relevance. It is 
connected, first of all, with the solution of tasks of ensuring geoecological safety. 
The Charvak reservoir is the largest in Uzbekistan. Water volume at the maxi-
mum filling can reach about 2 billion cubic meters. The bowl of a reservoir is 
dated for the Burchmulla hollow delineated by slopes of Ugam, Pskem, Koksu 
and Chatkal ridges. The river Chirchiq originates from the dam. On the site near 
a reservoir the valley is crossed by three largest zones of explosive violations of 
northwest pro-deleting which have distinct expression in a relief. On all three 
zones the left moving is characteristic that is visible also on signs in a relief. 
Noted zones of breaks form a step relief with different hypsometric situation the 
terrace of surfaces (Q2) that testifies to comparative youth of movements. 

The fact that the right board of a reservoir, and in a middle part, and at a dam, is 
put by powerful thickness of cenozoic deposits attracts attention. They are pre-
sented in the lower part of a section sandstone-gravelite and a lime-sandstone 
pack the paleogene-neogene of deposits on which the loess and loamy deposits, 
conglomerates and pebble of quaternary age lie. The left (southern) board of a 
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reservoir with traces of some complications is composed by Paleozoic educations 
which in places are blocked by MZ-KZ-deposits. All bowl of a reservoir, being in 
a zone of the largest breaks of N-W of orientation named by Kumbel-Ugam it is 
cut by explosive violations of different orders. Presence of shift shifts on the 
Kumbel-Ugam zone of breaks has led to narrowing of the valley Chatkal in the 
form of a canyon where actually and the dam alignment is dated. Detailed stud-
ying of a structural and dynamic situation of a coastal zone of a reservoir on the 
basis of a complex of structural and geological observations with attraction of 
methods of a field tectonophysics has allowed revealing the following. 

It is revealed and studied several ranks of disjunctive violations: jointing of 
rocks and their kinematic parameters; large cracks, secants exposure, and shifts 
on them; large linearly—the extended zones of crushing of the massif of rocks 
with elements of shift shifts in the basis of a dam, left (southern) and right 
(northern) reservoirs of coastal boards. 

The basis of a dam is put by strongly shattered breeds of middle paleozoic age 
(the lower carbon fabrics, mainly limestone). Directly at a dam alignment, in the 
item of point of observation (p.o.) 1 (Figure 1), they lie down with the dip azi-
muth 0˚ angle 60˚. To the South they gradually change falling on dip Az 15˚ an-
gle 65˚ and further, in the item of p.o. 2 on dip Az 20˚ angle 55˚. In places they 
strongly shattered and weathered and bedding elements don’t manage to be de-
termined by primary observations. Exposure cuts a set of cracks of the different 
sizes and spatial orientation.  

In a northern board of a reservoir near a dam, the multidirectional planes of 
cracks of northeast and northwest strike, with the prevailing falling of their 
planes to the southwest and the northwest are observed (p.o. 5, 6, 7, 8). Near the 
p.o.5 there passes the zone of the large break having meridional strike. She is 
found on strong crushing of breeds and traces of a dry topping. The site is cut by 
also large zones of crushing and a bearing (Table 1). 

The southern board of a canyon near a dam is characterized by prevalence of 
northeast and submeridional strike of the planes of cracks with falling of the 
planes to the West and the East.  

Exposure is transverse by two large zones of crushing up to 0.3 - 0.5 m wide 
on dip Az 110˚ angle 65˚, 200˚/35˚ - 40˚. The planes of breaks are established 
visually. They prove in the form of several repeating series through 120 - 130  

 
Table 1. The most widespread deformation elements of a northern shore. 

Type Dip azimuth/ angle 

Large fissure 300˚/50˚, 290˚/60˚, 90˚/55˚, 80˚/50˚, 50˚/45˚, 120˚/50˚ 

Shatter zone (conditional plane) p.o. 5 - 280˚/50˚, 130˚/65˚ 

Sliding mirrors on the large planes 
p.o.5 - 305˚/45˚, 260˚/60˚ 

п.н.6 - 260˚/60˚, 215˚/75˚, 230˚/75˚ 

Dip fault 320˚ - 340˚/40˚ - 45˚ 

Upthrust 240˚ - 260˚/35˚ - 45˚ 
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meters. The largest plane has elements: dip Az 90˚ angle 60˚. Width of a zone of 
crushing reaches 30 meters.  

The zone of crushing of breeds alternates through 50 - 120 meters. Three such 
zones of crushing are found. Hypsometric lower the p.o. 5, is closer to a surface 
of the water, in the paleozoic breeds presented by lime sandstones small accurate 
dumping with left-side to shift components is observed (dip Az. 40˚ angle 65˚). 

For studying of features of kinematics of boards of a reservoir measurements 
of elements of mirrors of sliding in local points have been executed and total 
values of “vectors” of motions for separate blocks are determined by the tech-
nique developed by the author [12]. It consists in definition of total “vector” (di-
rection) of a motion of the tectonic block according to local data of separate 
points of observations. Such definitions are executed for the basis directly at the 
lower reach of a dam, a northern and southern board and also on some removal 
of the southern board of a reservoir. The obtained data are reflected in the Fig-
ure 1. Near a dam on the southern board of a canyon in the p.o. 1 and p.o. 2 
“vectors” of shifts have orientation to the southwest. In the p.o. 1 orientation 
accurate, is localized strictly on an azimuth 250˚. In item 2 there is no such 
clearness, more along the subwidth axis and in N-W the sector is scattered. Ap-
proximately the same is found out in the item of 9 (Figure 1) though here the 
small confinedness of vectors to the subwidth direction and N-W to the sector is 
observed. In the item 3 prevails S-E the direction of vectors. The same picture is 
represented also in p.o. 5, 6, 8, 10. 

In the dam basis at the lower reach cracks of S-W and N-W of falling prevail 
(the item of 9). In general the analysis of materials shows that near a dam strike 
of cracks tends north-east orientation when falling the planes to the southeast 
and the West (Table 2). 

On the southern shore of a reservoir, in the p.o. 14 and 15, shifts of blocks are 
presented in the form of the upthrus-shifts and dip fault -shifts focused in the 
N-E, S-E direction. In item 15 dip fault -shifts prevail. The northern board near 
a dam is represented by p.o. 5 - 8, etc. In Figure 1 it is visible that the northern 
site of the basis of a dam is displaced to the southeast. The southern site of the 
basis of a dam is displaced to the southwest. By detailed consideration it turns 
out that the line dividing multidirectional shifts has northwest strike, passes be- 

 
Table 2. The most often met elements of deformations near a reservoir dam. 

Type Dip azimuth/anle 

Large fissure 280˚ - 290˚, 335˚/55˚ - 60˚, 90˚. 

Shatter zone (conditional plane) 280/50˚, 335˚/50˚, 60˚/60˚, 90˚/50˚ 

Sliding mirrors on the large planes 
p.o. 9 - 10˚/70˚, 350˚/75˚ 

p.o.10 - 335˚/58˚, 335˚/55˚, 90˚/55˚ 

Dip fault 340˚/75˚, 335˚/60˚ 

Upthrust 
p.o. 9 - 10˚/70˚, 350˚/75˚ 

p.o. 10 - 335˚/58˚, 335˚/55˚ 
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Legend: 1—points of observations; 2—roses-charts of the directions of motions on mirrors of slid-
ings: are designated by figures for local volumes of points of observations, the letters A, B, C, D have 
designated total charts for the respective sites: A—northern, B—basis at the lower reach, 
C—southern, D—southern, on some removal from a dam; 3—direction of a total motion of the re-
spective site; 4—conditional line dividing diverse directional blocks of the massif of rocks. 

Figure 1. Roses of the directions of shifts of mountain masses in local volumes of points 
of observations and certain sites of a coastal zone of the Charvak reservoir according to 
geological observations. 

 
tween p.o. 9 and p.o. 10 at the dam basis, p.o 4 and p.o. 14 and p.o. 15 located to 
the east (Figure 1). Noted line corresponds to strike of one of a branch of a 
Kumbel-Ugam series of breaks. 

Together with motions of the tectonic nature in certain sites motions of 
another, perhaps, technogenic character is found. Detailed study of exposures of 
rocks of points of observations allows noting distinct expressiveness of separate 
fresh furrows of slidings. For example, in the p.o. 9 surfaces of sliding (dip Az. 
10˚ anle 70˚, 350/75˚) upthrust type differs from other surfaces markedly (which 
are characterized by prevalence of large waste surfaces—dip Az.340˚ angle 75˚, 
dip Az 335˚ angle 60˚). In the p.o. 10 increases in number of the planes of slid-
ings with dip Az 335˚ angle 58˚, 335˚/55˚, 90˚/55˚. The value of visible shift on 
them reaches 80 sm that unambiguously is established on outlines and the 
drawing of wings. Education of the last (judging by outlines) belongs by the time 
of laying of a dam (1971-1972). These data testify in favor of presence of fresh 
shifts of blocks of rocks in a coastal part of a reservoir. And shifts of trailing 
wings are directed towards a reservoir. Such feature of distribution of the planes 
with mirrors of sliding allows to assume that the lower parts of blocks of rocks, 
being under pressure, are deformed, being kind of pressed through under over-
lying layers. 

On the basis of field tectonophysics survey of boards of the Charvak water re-
servoir in a structure of an array of rocks of boards of a water reservoir the larg-
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est zones of explosive violations which form a step relief with different hypso-
metric situation the terrace of surfaces (Q2) that testifies to youth of movements 
are selected.  

Closer to an alignment of a dam a series of the explosive violations which are 
logging in the Kumbel-Ugam zone is fixed. In general two directions of exten-
sion of cracking are characteristic of all region of a water reservoir: 1) azimuth of 
extension 10˚ - 20˚ (190˚ - 200˚); 2) azimuth of extension 80˚ - 85˚ (260˚ - 265˚). 
Falling of the planes on the southeast prevails and, it is slightly less, on the 
northwest. On a section near a dam 4 directions of orientation of the planes of 
cracks are marked: one, more expressed (Az. strike 10˚ - 15˚), also rub less ex-
pressed (Az. strike 80˚, 320˚, 90˚). Are selected with the largest planes of crush-
ing near a dam such as dip Az 280˚angle 50˚, 335˚/50˚, 60˚/60˚, 90˚/50˚. On de-
leting from a dam on the southern board the width extension with various fall-
ing prevails. 

The following kinematic pattern is characteristic of boards of a reservoir. On a 
small section of the southern board of a canyon near a dam alignment vectors of 
offsets have orientation to the southwest. Northern board of a canyon expe-
riences offsets preferentially to the southeast. In the southern board of a reser-
voir upthrus-shifts and dip fault-shifts have the direction on north-east and the 
southeast. On sections near a dam on northern and southern board of a canyon 
the increased frequency of occurrence of fresh mirrors of slidings is marked. Es-
pecially accurately they are shown at the lower reach of a dam on the planes: dip 
Az 335˚ angle 60˚, 90˚/55˚. In the majority of the planes of offset of trailing 
wings are directed towards a reservoir. The nature of residual deformations de-
monstrates that units of rocks of the lower part of a reservoir, are kind of pressed 
through under overlying breeds. 

The analysis of all these data demonstrates that in the massif of rocks of 
boards of a reservoir there are active, rather young shifts of tectonic blocks. 
Connection of some of them with operation of a reservoir is supposed: the 
created external loading from a reservoir leads to redistribution of fields of ten-
sion of massifs of rocks of close located sites, or strengthening tectonic tension, 
or reducing them. It, in turn, strengthens deformation processes with the shift of 
tectonic blocks. 

3.2. Studying of Kinematics and Dynamics of Blocks in the Mining 
Area 

Similar researches have been conducted by us in the Almalyk mining district, on 
the square to the west from Urgaz (Figure 2). This area is in limits of northwest 
slopes of Kurama Ridge Tien Shan. Massifs of rocks are presented by paleozoic 
sedimentary, magmatic, volcanogenic and sedimentary formations of the lower 
and average carbon fabrics to a large extent, and in smaller—the lower perm. In 
a middle part of valleys of the rivers Almalyk Saukbulak in the width direction is 
stretched a large zone of the Burgundin break.  

Closer to the southern part of the considered site in upper courses Kyzata and  
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Legend: 1—points of observations of mirrors of sliding in the local volume of the massif of rocks; 
2—primary directions of motions of local volumes on sliding mirrors; 3—main braking structures. 

Figure 2. The directions of motions in local points of observations of the massif of rocks 
in the Almalyk mining district (The Kurama ridge, Tien Shan). 

 
Saukbulak is stretched in the northeast direction a zone of the Miskan break. 
These breaks of ancient laying, have played an important role in formation of an 
overall picture of a geological structure. Some researchers consider that they 
have no activity in the latest time [12]. However, signs of expressiveness of a 
zone in a relief and some other new data demonstrate modern activity of these 
zones. 

In each point of observation from 5 - 6 to 20 measurements of furrows of 
slidings are executed. Calculations and constructions are executed by the tech-
nique described in works [13] [14]. For each point of observation summary roses 
charts of the directions of shifts of blocks of rocks which participated in the sub-
sequent when determining the directions of total motions of large volumes, the 
corresponding tectonic blocks are received. 

In the central and northern part of the site of the direction of motions in local 
volumes are mainly focused on the southwest, and less often to the west. Such 
picture is observed in valleys of the Saukbulak and Kyzata Rivers. In the south-
ern part of the site, in Kyzata and Karakiya courses there are points of observa-
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tions in which the direction of motions changes on northeast. They are dated for 
the southern wing of the Miskan break that allows considering about manifesta-
tion of multidirectional motions of wings. Signs of left-side shift are noted. In a 
northern and northeast part of the site several local volumes with change of the 
directions of motions also on northeast are found. These points are on a north-
ern wing of the width Burgundin break that can demonstrate manifestation of 
right-hand shift of wings. The Burgundin break is border of different types of 
structures—the northern part of the site which is a little raised represents a 
horst—the anticlinal structure called Kalmakyr, southern lowered, represents a 
graben-syncline structure called Central [12]. 

On the basis of the obtained data on shifts on sliding mirrors for each local 
volume of the massif of rocks charts of orientations of axes of the main normal 
tension have been constructed. 

The circular chart A (Figure 3) is summary for all studied area and reflects 
distribution in Woolf’s grid of points of an exit to the top hemisphere of axes of 
the main normal tension of compression, stretching and intermediate, points of 
observations received for local volumes. Axes of compression have meridional 
horizontal position, deviating to the northeast and the northwest. The stretching 
axis has vertical position more, being sometimes interchanged the position from 
intermediate. This chart confirms dynamic conditions when upthrus, upth-
rus-shift types of deformation elements are formed. This field of tension corres-
ponds to the regional field of tension of the first rank which was received earlier 
and characteristic of all Chatkal-Kurama mountain area (Figure 3(C)). The 
general regional field of tension for western, Central Asian, parts of Tien Shan, 
received by us earlier according to geological data is characterized by the same 
type, but has northwest (southeast) orientation of an axis of compression 
(Figure 3(B)). The received picture of tension allows understanding kinematics 
and dynamics of the massif of the Almalyk district, in particular Entre Rios Sauk-
bulak- Kyzata-Almalyk. They show that in the Central block shifts in southwest 
and partly in the western direction are noted. On the Burgundin break existence of 
right-hand moving is supposed. In the southern part of the site, in points located 
on different wings of the Miskany break confirm manifestation of left-side shift. 

4. Conclusions 

The analysis of the received materials allows drawing the following conclusions:  
On the example of geological inspection of a coastal zone of the Charvak re-

servoir, the Almalyk mining area is shown the possibility of study of kinematics 
and dynamics of massifs of rocks of industrial regions.  

The technique of reconstruction of fields of tension according to the kinemat-
ic analysis of structures of destruction in the conditions of an orogen of Tien 
Shan and the technique of kinematic reconstruction of motions of tectonic 
blocks according to local volumes of points of observations are tested. In massifs 
of rocks of a coastal zone of the Charvak reservoir presence of multidirectional 
shifts of boards, connected as with late Cenozoic tectonic processes, and tech- 
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Legend: 1—orientations of axes of tension of compression and stretching in the corresponding local 
volumes of points of observations, 2 - 4—on the circular chart A: areas of points of an exit to the top 
hemisphere of axes of tension of compression (2), stretching (3) and intermediate (4); 5—circular 
charts received on Woolf’s grid, the top hemisphere; 6—on the charts B and C: dispersion split of 
surfaces; 7—projections of points of an exit to the top hemisphere of axes of the main normal tension 
(compression-σ1—stretchings, σ2—intermediate, σ3—compression). 

Figure 3. The scheme of orientations of axes of the main normal tension in local volumes 
of points of observations and charts of axes of tension of the lowest ranks, generalized for 
different volumes, according to geological data (A—for the considered massif of rocks of 
the Almalyk district on sliding mirrors; B and С regional, according to the statistical 
analysis of jointing [9]: B—summary for the western part of Tien Shan, С—for 
Chatkal-Kurama mountain area). 

 
nogenic factors are established.  

In the industrial mining Almalyk region where intensive mining is carried 
out, contrast upthrus, upthrus-shifts with formation of the folded and block, 
shattered structure of massifs of rocks are observed. Observed shifts on mirrors 
of sliding have allowed reconstruction of the field of tension of the Almalyk dis-
trict which is characterized by horizontal, submeridional orientation of an axis of 
the main normal tension of compression, at inclined position of two others. It 
corresponds to the field of tension of the first rank for Chatkalo-Kurama moun-
tain area and defines the general dynamic conditions of the area. To Entre Rios 
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Saukbulak-Kyzata-Almalyk, in the Central block are noted shifts in southwest 
and partly in the western direction. On the Burgundin break presence of 
right-hand shift is noted. In the southern part of the site, on different wings of 
the Miskan break are noted left-side moving. Such kinematics on breaks is 
caused by operation of the specified blocks of the squeezing efforts of submeri-
dional orientation, external on the relation. 

On studying dynamics of massifs of rocks are usually carried out by tool me-
thods of measurement of pressure on small sites, directly in excavations. The 
difficult relief and tectonics don’t allow carrying out them on big squares. From 
materials of this article it is visible that for studying of dynamics of massifs of 
rocks by geological methods it is possible to capture big sites. Besides, the genet-
ic linkage of the obtained data with the general tendency of geodynamic devel-
opment of the studied region is defined. 

Thus, the received results testify to a possibility of receiving by geological, 
namely field tectonophysics methods of important data on kinematics and dy-
namics of massifs of rocks, tectonic blocks, and features of their deformation. 
Such studying of the massif of rocks before the beginning and in the course of 
performance of work on mining is important for the choice of design and opti-
mum parameters of laying of excavations, control of a condition of their boards 
and walls, definition of strategy of safety of conducting mining operations and 
also seismic stability of constructions. 
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Abstract 
We conducted numerical simulations of the related processes of interface in-
stability, tensile fragmentation, and jetting resulting from four kinds of typical 
macro defect perturbations (chevron, sine wave, rectangle, and square) on a 
Cu free surface under a reflected shock wave when Cu impacts a solid wall at a 
speed of 2.5 km/s and found that, for the chevron and sine wave cases, the 
ejecta velocities of the head are 6.28 and 5.88 km/s, respectively. Some parts of 
the inner material are in a tensile state without any fragmentation, which is 
observed only in the main body of the material owing to the tension effect. 
Furthermore, for the other two initial perturbations (rectangle and square), 
the highest ejecta velocities may even reach 9.14 and 9.59 km/s, respectively. 
Fragmentation caused by multilayer spallation can be observed on a large 
scale in the Cu main body, and there are granules in the front area of the ejec-
ta but the degree to which fragmentation occurs is much less in the Cu main 
body and there is a notable high-speed, low-density granule area in the ejecta 
head. Finally, we present a detailed analysis of the spatial distribution of the 
granules, ejecta mass, pressure, temperature, and grid convergence. 
 

Keywords 
Interface Instability, Particle Ejecta, High-Speed Collision, Spallation 

 

1. Introduction 

Metal interface instability occurs as a reaction to the effect of a shock wave or 
acceleration or to a shear load on the perturbed interface, and may afterward 
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lead to fragmentation and mixing. This phenomenon, common in explosions 
and shock processes under extreme conditions (high temperature and high 
pressure), is jointly controlled by three scale factors, i.e., 1) the thermodynamics 
and the geometric boundary (macroscopic scale), 2) the initial perturbation of 
the metal interface (mesoscopic scale), and 3) material properties (microscopic- 
mesoscopic scale). Metal interface instability is a typical multiscale, multiphysi-
cal, strongly coupled, nonequilibrium, and complex flow phenomena. 

Related studies of the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability of metal began in the 
1970s. In particular, in the USA and Russia, theoretical studies, numerical simu-
lations, and experimental investigations have been conducted. The prior re-
search by Barnes, Blewett, McQueen, Meyer, and Venable [1] mainly focused on 
the metal interface instability growth of a flat plate driven by expansion of deto-
nation products, as observed in the Los Alamos high-energy X-ray facility. By 
modeling with the two-dimensional elastic-plastic numerical hydrodynamics 
code MAGEE, they confirmed that amplitude growth was apparently governed 
mainly by the dynamic yield strength of the material. This pioneering experi-
ment has been regarded as the standard experimental model in solid RT instabil-
ity research. To confirm the theoretical analysis of Drucker [2], the additional 
experiments conducted by Barnes, Janney, and London et al. [3] showed that no 
more than semiquantitative agreement can be expected between the experiments 
and the results. However, the main conclusion reached by Drucker [2], that am-
plitude and wavelength determine the onset of the RT instability in a solid, has 
been proved in the experiments. Nevertheless, since Barnes, Blewett, McQueen, 
Meyer, and Venable’s research [1], which was limited by the testing and diag-
nostic techniques, related experiments on the RT instability in a solid have not 
been improved by much. In 2006, Lindquist, Cavallo, and Lorenz et al. [4] stu-
died the metal RT instability under high pressure and high strain rate, utilizing 
the same experimental configuration as did Barnes, and combining with numer-
ical simulation, they eventually confirmed the applicability of the standard con-
stitutive models: Steinberg Guinan (SG) and Preston-Tonks-Wallace (PTW). In 
recent years, owing to the rapid development of laser equipment and the con-
struction of large laser-loaded devices, related laser-loaded experiments have 
been conducted. To study the effect of material strength on the metal RT insta-
bility under Mbar pressure, Weber, Kalantar, and Colvin et al. [5] have con-
ducted a hohlraum experiment of an X-ray-driven metal layer using NOVA. Be-
cause of the X-ray preheating and metal-melting problem, these experiments 
failed to provide any definitive results. To eliminate the effect of preheating and 
metal melting, Edwards, Lorenz, and Remington et al. [6] developed a new laser- 
driven method for dynamic shockless loading of solid materials. Based on this 
platform, Lorenz, Edwards, and Jankowski et al. [7] [8] used the Omega laser to 
research metal RT instability under high pressure and high strain rate. In 2009, 
Park, Remington, and Beckeret et al. [9] also utilized the Omega laser to study 
RT instability under Mbar pressure. In their experiment, the target samples were 
driven quasi-isentropically. To solve the problems resulting from preheating and 
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metal melting, plasma from a laser-driven polymer layers acts on the CH-based 
epoxy samples across the vacuum gap. In 2014, Smalyuk, Casey, and Clark et al. 
[10] firstly observed the hydrodynamic instability growth in indirectly driven 
implosions at the National Ignition Facility; their results are in good agreement 
with theoretical and simulation studies. Their work is the first step in experi-
mentally studying hydrodynamic instability in a converging configuration. 
American and Russian researchers [11] [12] [13] conducted explosive and mag-
netic driving experiments to research material constitutive behavior by using 
perturbation growth and then developed a new material constitutive model to 
predict the results of experiments under high pressure and high strain rate. In 
the 1990s, using a high-speed camera, Chen, Zeng, and Wang et al. [14] per-
formed experimental research on the interface instability of a alloy/water system 
in a cylindrical implosion configuration that was numerically simulated based 
on the hydrodynamics by Lin, Xia, and Zhang [15]. Recently, Wang, Bai, and 
Cao et al. [16] have conducted experiments and numerical simulations of an 
aluminum flyer driven by an explosion and observed the sine perturbation 
growth at early time. 

The theoretical study of the metal RT instability is limited by the material 
models used and also the lack of comparison with related experiments. Particu-
larly, at the turbulent mixing stage, it is difficult to predict the development of 
the interface instability. Despite some progress made in experimental studies, 
understanding of metal instability in detail is still hindered by diagnostic tech-
niques. Therefore, because the problems in algorithm precision, the constitutive 
model, and the equation of state (EOS) are still too tough to solve, simulation 
work stands out as especially worthwhile. Some effective software and codes, 
such as ABQUS, Lagrange codes FCI2, MAGEE, TOODY II [17], and Euler 
codes ALE3D and CHAP [18] and the two-dimensional (2D) Euler MHD pro-
gram, have been designed and improved just for this purpose. By combining si-
mulation and experiment, the evolution pattern of the metal interface instability 
is presented with time. The instability growth obtained indicates that the materi-
al strength and load history and the perturbation wavelength and amplitude 
have a vital influence on the RT instability. Specifically, the material strength re-
strains the growth and development of the interface instability, and only when 
the initial amplitude reaches or exceeds a specific value does the instability de-
velop. 

Under shock loading, macro defects perturbations on metal free surface may 
lead to ejecta and fragmentation. We numerically studied the growth of the in-
stability on the metal interface with four kinds of typical macro defect (chevron, 
sine wave, rectangle, and square) perturbations and the dynamic characteristics 
of ejecta. 

2. Numerical Methods 

Given a multimaterial, large-deformation, strong-shock physics problem, we 
improved our previous large eddy simulation code MVFT (multiviscous flow 
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and turbulence) [19] [20] [21] by taking into consideration explosive detonation 
and the elastic-plastic behavior of the material. An Euler finite volume algorithm 
and code describing detonations and shocks dynamics with three-order accuracy 
has been developed using the two-step Euler algorithm with three-order accura-
cy. More specifically, the Lagrange and remap algorithms are applied to solve the 
mass, momentum, and energy conservation equations. In a single Lagrange step, 
the integration of the Lagrange control equation at one time step is obtained, the 
deformation of the material leads to deformation of the initial grid, and there is 
no material flow between the grids, whereas, in a single remapping step, the ve-
locity and energy, deviation stress, and other state parameters in the Lagrange 
deforming grid are remapped back to the initial grid. The governing equations 
used are given as follows: 

d d ,

d d d d ,
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        (1) 

where V is the control volume, uj is the velocity, S is the surface area of control 
volume, n  is the external normal line, sij is the deviatoric stress tensor, P is the 
static pressure, and E is the total energy per unit mass. 

First, in our numerical simulation, a dimension splitting method is used to 
split Equation (1) into three one-dimensional problems, which are then solved 
using the piecewise parabolic method (PPM) method to perform the interpola-
tion and reconstruction of the physical quantity in each grid. Owing to the lack 
of automatic monotonicity of PPM, there would be numerical oscillation at the 
discontinuity point, which leads to a decrease in the accuracy of the disconti-
nuous solution. To restrict the numerical oscillation, we introduce a flow re-
strictor. In adopting this method, a monotonic limiter is utilized so that the cal-
culation of δQj is limited monotonically, as shown in the following: 
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to keep 1 2
n
jQ +  between n

jQ  and 1
n
jQ + , where the Q are conservation quanti-

ties. 
In a Lagrange step, the material strength model, artificial viscosity, and explo-

sive detonation model are needed for calculation and, therefore, the Jones-Wilkins 
-Lee (JWL) equation of state is used for the explosive detonation and the 
Mie-Gruneisen equation of state is applied for the strength material. As for the 
strength model, we utilize the Steinberg-Guinan constitutive model. 

In the Steinberg-Guinan constitutive model [22], terms for pressure, temper-
ature, and strain rate are added to the elastic-plastic constitutive equation while 
the coupling effect of pressure and strain rate on flow stress has a characteristics 
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of separating variables. Additionally, because the flow stress in the Steinberg- 
Guinan constitutive model relies on pressure, the material constitutive equation 
and the state equation are coupled, indicating stress hardening of the metal un-
der a high pressure. The shear modulus and flow stress in the Steinberg-Guinan 
constitutive model can be expressed as 

( ) ( )1 3
0

0 00 0

1 1, 1 300 ,G GG P T G P T
G P G T

η− ∂ ∂   = + + −    ∂ ∂    
       (3) 

( ) ( )1 3
SG 0 1 1 300 ,nY B A P Tσ ε η α− = + + − −              (4) 

where Y0 signifies the yield strength in the initial state, G0 is the shear modulus 
in the initial state, P and T are the pressure and temperature, ( )0G P∂ ∂  and 
( )0G T∂ ∂  represent, respectively, the partial derivatives of shear modulus to the 
pressure and temperature in the initial state, A and α correspond to 
( ) 00G P G∂ ∂  and ( ) 00G T G∂ ∂ , B and n are material strain hardening pa-
rameters, ε is the strain, and 0η ρ ρ=  is the material compression ratio. 

The form taken by the Steinberg-Guinan constitutive model is irrelevant to 
the strain rate, yet the requirement upon the strain rate is that it should be >105 
s−1. The reason for this restriction is that the effect of metal softening counteracts 
that of metal hardening, so this model can be used to describe multimaterial flow 
stress under high pressure, which is also the mostly used constitutive model un-
der high pressure. 

3. Validation of the Simulation Code 

Through simulation of Barnes’s three experiments [1] [3] on an 1100-0 Al flat 
plate accelerated by a detonation product, we confirmed the simulating capability 
of the high-fidelity detonation and shock dynamics calculation program. In these 
experiments, the initial perturbations of the Al flat plate were 1) initial wave-
length 5.08 cm and initial amplitude 0.02 cm, 2) initial wavelength 2.54 cm and 
initial amplitude 0.01 cm, and 3) initial wavelength 4.8 cm and initial amplitude 
0.01 cm. They utilized a P80 detonation plane-wave lens to trigger a shock initia-
tion on a 3.81-cm-thick PBX-9404, after which the detonation products form an 
isentropic load for the Al plate through a vacuum gap 2.54 cm long. The para-
meters of the PBX-9404 JWL EOS used in the simulation are given in Table 1. 
The 1100-0 Al Mie-Gruneisen EOS and Steinberg-Guinan constitutive model 
parameters are listed in Table 2 and Table 3. 

In the first experiment (wavelength 5.08 cm and amplitude 0.02 cm), it can be 
seen that, by a seminumerical linear analysis, when Y0 = 0.055 GPa, the numeri-
cal simulation agreed well with the experiment data. Although the 2D calcula-
tions of our program agree well with the experiment (Y0 = 0.075 GPa), there are 
differences between the above results and those from the 1100-0 Al Steinberg- 
Guinan constitutive model under the condition of Y0 = 0.04 GPa. This is true 
especially when Y0 = (0.325 GPa) and (0.2 GPa), in which case the results signif-
icantly differ from those in ref. [1] [23], shown in Figure 1. 
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Table 1. PBX-9404 JWL EOS parameters. 

0ρ  (g/cm3) A (Mbar) B (Mbar) 1R  2R  ω  0E  (Mbar) cjD  (km/s) 

1.84 8.524 0.1802 4.6 1.3 0.38 0.102 8.8 

 
Table 2. 1100-0 Al Mie-Gruneisen EOS parameters. 

0ρ  (g/cm3) c (km/s) 0γ  (Mbar) a S1 S2 S3 

2.707 5.25 1.97 0.47 1.37 0.0 0.0 

 
Table 3. 1100-0 Al Steinberg-Guinan constitutive model parameters. 

0G  (GPa) 0Y  (GPa) maxY  (GPa) B n A (GPa−1) α  (kK−1) 

27.1 0.04 0.48 400.0 0.27 0.0652 0.616 

 

 
Figure 1. Experimental and numerical simulation amplitudes when the initial amplitude 
is 0.02 cm and the wavelength is 5.08 cm. 

 
It is easily observed from Figure 1 that the amplitude is almost a constant 

owing to the large strength. When Y0 declines to 0.04 GPa, the growth of the 
amplitude calculated by our program is greater than that in the experiment, 
which indicates that the influence of the strength on the amplitude growth is 
weak. For the case when Y0 = 0.075 GPa, the simulation result agrees well with 
that from the experiment. However, the result for Y0 = 0.055 GPa coincides with 
Barnes’s further analytical results, which took account of the deviation of X-ray 
photographic magnification [3]. Given the uncertainty deviation of the experi-
ments, it is impossible to obtain a precise result for the initial yield strength by 
the comparison of numerical simulation and experiment. Nevertheless, the 
proper initial yield strength obtained from the simulation is supposed to illu-
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strate the applicability of the constitutive model. 
For the other two experiments, we conducted the simulation based on the ini-

tial yield strength Y0 = 0.075 GPa of 1100-0 Al calibrated by using our program. 
In the simulation of the experiment (with wavelength 2.54 cm and amplitude 
0.01 cm), three kinds of grid resolution were adopted: ∆x = ∆y = 4, 8, and 15 μm. 
In Figure 2, simulation results are seen to agree well with experimental results 
and show grid convergence. The simulation results in Figure 3 (with wavelength 
4.8 cm and amplitude 0.01 cm) indicate the obvious convergence trend. 

 

 
Figure 2. Experimental and numerical simulation amplitudes when the initial amplitude 
is 0.01 cm and the wavelength is 2.54 cm. 

 

 
Figure 3. Experimental and numerical simulation amplitudes when the initial amplitude 
is 0.01 cm and the wavelength is 4.8 cm. 
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In summary, when the experimental conditions are 10 GPaP ≈  and 
5 110 sε −≤ , our calculation is in accordance with the experiment, and the grid 

convergence is also in the same trend. 

4. Results and Discussion 

Figure 4 shows the four kinds of typical macro defect perturbations (chevron, 
sine wave, rectangle, and square) on a Cu metal free surface under the reflected 
shock wave produced from copper impacting the left solid wall at a high speed of 
2.5 km/s. When the reflected shock waves reach the free surface, the reflected 
rarefaction wave in the material leads to the acceleration of the interface par-
ticles, as well as to tensile and unloading effects. At the same time, various tensile 
failures in the material are also under complex and interacting influences of the 
solid wall’s reflected shock wave and rarefaction wave. Owing to the different in-
itial perturbations on the interface, 0p ρ∇ ×∇ ≠  results in the interface insta-
bility, fragmentation, and jetting. Numerical simulations are used to analyze 
quantitatively the difference in interface instability for four typical macro defects 
and to study the various distributing features of fragmentation and ejecta inside 
the material and around the interface. In our simulations, the Cu EOS and con-
stitutive model parameters are given in Table 4 and Table 5. 

Configuration of the calculation modes are shown in Figure 4; the computa-
tional domain is [0 cm, 8 cm] × [−1 cm, 1 cm], the length of Cu is 5 cm, and the 
boundary conditions on the left, top, and bottom edges are all the solid walls. 
The positions of the four defects (chevron, sine wave, rectangle, and square) are 
located at the center of the free surface, with the same area of 0.25 cm2, and the 
Cu mass of defect unit thickness is 2.1 g. For the chevron, the defect shape is an 
isosceles right-angled triangle with a 1-cm-long bottom edge. The sine wave am-
plitude and wavelength are 0.3927 and 2 cm, respectively. Additionally, the 
length and width of the rectangle are 0.7071 and 0.35355 cm, and the length of 
the square is 0.5 cm. 

To verify grid convergence, we take the chevron model as an example and se-
lect two different sizes (25 and 12.5 µm). Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) demon-
strate the grid convergence of the velocity history of the interface vertex and the 
velocity distribution on the symmetrical axis at t = 13.5 µs. For the coarse and 
fine grids, the peak velocities are 6.32 and 6.28 km/s, the starting times of the 
vertex are 5.845 and 5.854 µs, and the relative errors satisfying the convergence  

 
Table 4. Cu Mie-Gruneisen EOS parameters. 

0ρ  (g/cm3) c (km/s) 0γ  (Mbar) a S1 S2 S3 

8.93 3.94 1.99 0.47 1.489 0.0 0.0 

 
Table 5. Cu Steinberg-Guinan constitutive model parameters. 

0G  (GPa) 0Y  (GPa) maxY  (GPa) B n A (GPa−1) α  (kK−1) 

47.7 0.12 0.64 36.0 0.45 0.0283 0.377 
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Figure 4. Four typical initial macro defects (chevron, sine wave, rectangle, and square) on 
the Cu free surface. 

 

    
(a)                                                        (b) 

Figure 5. (a) Vertex velocity history of the chevron interface; (b) velocity distribution on the asymmetrical axis at t = 13.5 µs. 
 

condition are 0.64% and 0.15%, respectively. In Figure 5(b), it is obvious that 
the velocity distributions in the calculation area mostly satisfy the convergence 
condition, whereas the calculations of the quantity in the fragmentation area on 
the 4 to 5 cm horizontal axis display significant differences.  

The left panel of Figure 6 shows a partially enlarged view of Figure 5(b), from 
which the size of the fragmentation area can be obtained. The width of the frag-
mentation area for coarse grid is 2.925 mm, and that in the fine grid is clearly 
larger (5.812 mm), which means that the size of the fragmentation area is related 
to the computational grid. Moreover, the size of the fragment is also easy to de-
termine from that of the velocity discontinuity’s discrete space. The size of the  
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Figure 6. (Left) velocity distribution on the symmetrical axis of the chevron interface and (Right) density contour for a domain of 
[3 cm, 8 cm] × [−1 cm, 1 cm] at t = 13.5 µs. 
 

large fragments is almost the same in the two different grids, and that of the 
smallest fragment even reaches one grid size, so the size of the smallest fragment 
is linked to the computational grid. The right panel of Figure 6, in contrast, 
shows the allelic distributions of the density in the coarse and fine grids at t = 
13.5 µs, so the ejecta mass can be calculated (with the length of the horizontal 
axis exceeding 5.4 cm). Specifically, the ejecta masses are 0.799 and 0.737 g, re-
spectively, and the difference is about 8.41%, suggesting that the ejecta mass is 
also closely linked to the computational grid. 

The above findings reveal that the numerical calculations of the fragmentation 
are related to the size of the calculation grid. To eliminate the influence of the 
grid’s mesh, we chose the same grid size, 12.5 µm in length, in the four models. 
Thus, the Euler mesh encompasses 12,800,000 points in the whole computation-
al domain [0 cm, 10 cm] × [−1 cm, 1 cm]. 

To compare the various characteristics of the interface instability, fragmenta-
tion, and ejecta under the influence of the four typical defects, Figure 7 shows 
the material distribution at two moments (t = 10.5 and 13.5 µs), where the che-
vron ejecta shape is a nonuniform pole with a sharp-pointed nose. For the sine 
wave, the ejecta is also a nonuniform pole but with a mushroom head. The 
common characteristic in the former conditions is that hardly any distinct par-
ticle jet can be found. For the rectangle and square defects, the shared characte-
ristic is that high-speed particles concentrate on the symmetrical axis of the 
ejecta head while they differ in that the rectangle has a conical hole shape in the 
front and the square is shaped like a large-size arc.  

Table 6 lists the ejecta mass of the four defects when t = 10.5 and 13.5 µs. At 
10.5 and 13.5 µs, the horizontal axis of the calculation domain is larger than 4.5 
and 5.4 cm, respectively. From Table 6 we find that the ejecta mass of the che-
vron is 0.533 g, and those of the sine wave, rectangle, and square are, respective-
ly, 0.581, 0.662, and 0.586 g. At t = 13.5 µs, the ejecta mass of the chevron is 
0.737 g, and for cases the sine wave, rectangle, and square the ejecta masses are  
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Figure 7. Calculated configurations of free surface instability, fragmentation, and the 
ejecta for the four defects at t = 10.5 and 13.5 µs: (a) chevron; (b) sine wave; (c) rectangle; 
and (d) square. The domain is [3 cm, 8 cm] × [−1 cm, 1 cm]. 

 
Table 6. Jet mass under the four defects at 10.5 and 13.5 µs. 

Time (µs) 
Ejecta mass (g) 

Chevron Sine wave Rectangle Square 

10.5 0.533 0.581 0.662 0.586 

13.5 0.737 0.803 0.848 0.712 

 
0.803, 0.848, and 0.712 g, respectively. In summary, although all the ejecta 
masses increase with time, it is obvious that the law of ejecta mass and growth 
varies according to the kind of typical macro defect perturbation. The left panel 
of Figure 7 illustrates that the distributions of the fragmentation area near the 
interface located on both sides of the ejecta are basically the same, both being 
caused by the unloading of the free surface. Nevertheless, the interactions of the 
stretch formed from the meeting of the unloading wave in the material and the 
reflected wave from the solid wall leads to a totally different fragmentation area 
at t = 13.5 µs. For the chevron and sine wave, the fractured zones behind the 
metal main body are much larger than those from the other defects, which are 
less obvious. 

For further analyze of the velocity and spatial distributions of the jet particles, 
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the velocity distribution and density distribution 
around the ejecta head on the symmetrical axis at t = 13.5 µs. Figure 8 show that 
the ejecta head velocities of the chevron and sine wave cases are 6.28 and 5.88 
km/s, respectively, and hardly any discrete velocity distribution can be detected 
in the front of the ejecta in either defect condition. Figure 9 shows that the  
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(a)                                                          (b) 

 
(c)                                                          (d) 

Figure 8. Velocity distributions on the asymmetrical axis for the four defects at t = 13.5 µs: (a) chevron; (b) sine wave; (c) rectan-
gle; and (d) square. 
 

low-density area can be found only in part of the ejecta head, indicating that 
there is tensile stress in the material, without any fragmentation. This explains 
why no discrete broken particles are found in the front of the ejecta and why 
only fragmentation can be found in the main body owing to the stretch. Howev-
er, the ejecta velocities for the rectangle and square are even higher than in the 
former two conditions, and the highest velocities reach 9.14 and 9.59 km/s, re-
spectively. Additionally, the discrete density distributions are distinctly pre-
sented in Figure 9, as are the density distributions. The density near the ejecta 
head is zero, indicating that most of the material fragments are the result of mul-
tilayer spallation. Therefore, in the rectangle and square conditions, discrete par-
ticles are mainly located in the front area of the ejecta, and the degree of frag-
mentation is minor in the main body. Figure 9(c) and Figure 9(d) demonstrate 
the distribution of the ejecta particles in the rectangle and square conditions. 
The particles in the rectangle are distributed mainly in the domains of 7.47 - 8.06  
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(a)                                                          (b) 

 
(c)                                                          (d) 

Figure 9. Density distributions around the ejecta head on the asymmetrical axis in the four cases at t = 13.5 µs: (a) chevron; (b) 
sine wave; (c) rectangle; and (d) square.  
 

and 8.16 - 8.27 cm. For the square, the particle distribution domains are 7.61 - 
8.30, 8.92 - 9.19, 9.33 - 9.44, and 9.59 - 9.82 cm, so the conclusion may be drawn 
that the square undergoes more serious fragmentation than the rectangle. On a 
macro level, both ejecta heads of the square and rectangle are in a high-speed, 
low-density area in the particle state. At the same time, the fragmentations and 
the distribution are closely connected with the initial defect shape. To further 
understand the particles’ thermodynamic state, Figure 10 shows the pressure 
and temperature distributions of the particles around the ejecta head. From Figure 
10 we see that the pressure of the particles under the rectangle and square condi-
tions is almost zero. The particle temperature has reached 1350 - 1700 K, and at 
some points it even climbs to Cu’s melting temperature (~1400 K).  

5. Conclusions 

By considering four kinds of typical macro defect (chevron, sine wave, rectangle, 
and square) perturbations on a Cu free surface, our research in the present work 
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(a)                                                          (b) 

Figure 10. Pressure (a) and temperature (b) distributions around the ejecta head on the asymmetry axis at t = 13.5 µs. 
 

mainly focuses on the interface instability, fragmentation, and jetting under a re-
flected shock wave. Through numerical simulation, we quantitatively compared 
the different defects and concluded that the interface instability, fragmentation, 
and ejecta all originate from the initial interface defect and are also associated 
closely with the shape of the defect. According to the above findings, in the che-
vron and sine wave cases, the ejecta mass velocities of the head are 6.28 and 5.88 
km/s, respectively. Some parts of the inner material are found in a tensile state 
without any fragmentation, which appears only in the main body of the metal 
owing to the tension effect. Additionally, for the other two initial perturbations 
(rectangle and square), the highest ejecta mass velocities are 9.14 and 9.59 km/s, 
respectively. Fragmentation appears in the large range of shaped pole owing to 
the multilayer spallation. There is a granule area with high-speed and low-density 
in the ejecta head. However, the degree of fragmentation is much lower in the 
main body of Cu. Overall, the jet masses under the four defect conditions vary 
greatly. Moreover, their time-dependent eject mass follow different law. 

Although the Euler method we utilized to calculate the material failure under 
the stretch strength has met the convergence requirements for conserved quanti-
ties, the sizes of the fragmentation area and of the smallest particle are still re-
lated to the computational grid size. Our future work will be directed to large- 
scale computing under a micrometer and to submicron grid size. With the com-
bination of the dynamic experimental data, the best computational size is likely 
to be obtained. Therefore, our simulation ability will be developed from macro 
to micro scale. Moreover, because of the complex thermodynamic processes 
during loading and unloading, establishing a correct constitutive model and EOS 
will be crucial to improving the reliability of out numerical simulations, and 
considerably more work remains to be done to study the physical factors that in-
fluence the interface instability, fragmentation, and ejecta. 
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